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PSYC105 – Introduction to Psychology statistics stream 
 
 
 PSYC105 is assumed knowledge for PSY248 

 
 These notes cover only the PSY248 revision content (assumed knowledge) provided through the PSY248 iLearn in S2 2018, 

recorded for PSY105 in S2 2017.  So please note that they are incomplete for PSYC105; Weeks 10, 12, and 13 were not 
included in the PSY248 access package, and weeks 8 and 11 are omitted from these notes as they are revision lectures. 
 

 Stata content is indicated in blue 
 

Week 1: Introduction / Why Statistics? / Support         2   
Week 2: Introduction and Research Design         3  
    Samples and Populations          4  

IV vs DV / Descriptive vs inferential statistics        5  
   Example study – inference         6  

Week 3: Introduction to iLab and STATA          7   
   Data input in Stata           8    

   Stata Walkthrough           9   
Week 4: Summarising Data / Categories / Typicality and Variability      12 
   Numeric summaries: shape          14 
Week 5: Fundamental Concepts / Normal distribution theory      16 

Hypothesis testing          17     
Statistical inference          18     

Week 6: T-Tests Part 1 / One sample t-tests        20 
One-sample t-test in Stata        21 
Independent samples t-tests / Levene’s test in Stata    22 
Independent samples t-test in Stata       23 

Week 7: T-Tests Part 2            24 
Viewing t-test data in Stata        25 
Shapiro-Wilk test of Normality / swilk in Stata / Manual paired sample t-test  26 
Running a paired t-test data in Stata       27 
Confidence intervals          28 
Effect sizes           29 

Week 9: Correlations / Introduction to correlation and correlation analysis    30 
Aspects of scatterplot analysis         31 
Research context example, reading a scatterplot      32 
Calculating correlation coefficient       33 

 Appendix: Notation symbols key, Stata command list, Helpful YouTube links    35 
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Week 2, Video 3: Independent vs Dependent variables 
 
Study designs 

Experimental design Researcher has the power to allocate participants to different levels (groups/conditions) of 
an independent variable (IV)                                                           IV can cause change in the DV 

Observational No experimental control.                    IV can be associated with or predict a change in the DV 
Independent variable (IV) Manipulated variable, or which researchers hypothesise will have effect on behaviour 

Use this to predict of explain or cause a change in the outcome 
Dependent variable (DV) Outcome variable, hypothesised to be affected by the manipulated IV 
Between-subject Independent groups 
Within-subject (repeated measures) Related groups 
Measurement error Potentially a difference between the actual value of a phenomenon and the value of the 

data we collect about the phenomenon 
 

Example: IV – Number of tutorials attended, DV – Final end of year grade  
Can’t conclude that tutorial attendance caused better performance, people weren’t randomly allocated – they are 
observed, could be that those who study more attend more tutorials for example, there are potentially other naturally 
occurring factors that could explain the relationship 

 
Variables 

Extraneous variable Another variable that is not the IV or DV 
Confounding variable A type of extraneous variable that can potentially explain the relationship between the IV 

and DV  
 
Example: IV – Age of child,  DV – Reading ability, Confound – Year of school  
It may be that their higher level of education at school is the reason they are better at reading, not because they are older. 
Experimentally designed studies limit potential confounding variables.  

 
 
Week 2, Video 4: Descriptive vs inferential statistic 

Inference 

Descriptive statistics Describe sample only 
Inferential statistics Gather data from a sample and make generalisations (inferences) back to the population  

 

Types of hypothesis 

Research hypothesis developed from research question  
“the more PAL sessions a student attends, the better their final PSYC105 grade” 

Statistical hypothesis   
 Null hypothesis no difference between groups, no relationship, no change, nothing  

“there is no relationship between PAL attendance and PSYC105 grade DV” 
 Alternate hypothesis a difference between groups, a relationship, a change, something  

“there is a relationship between PAL attendance and PSYC105 grade”  
Alternate hypothesis doesn’t explain that relationship, just indicates there is  one 

 

Fundamentals of inference statistics 

Ideally we could sample the whole population, or run a study multiple times to find an average effect of results, but these re 

impossible so instead we use inferential statistics to be able to see how likely it is that a real effect would be reflected in the 

population.   

Process of inference: what is the chance the effect we have obtained in this sample is reflecting an effect in the population? 
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Week 2, Video 5: Example study – inference  

 
 

Example study to tie in all of the above: “Studying and exam performance” 

 

Research question: what’s the most effective way to study: repeatedly throughout semester or right before the final exam? 

Research hypothesis: repeated, weekly, study throughout semester will result in better final exam performance than a solid 

block of studying a week before the exam.  

Study design: experiment.  

- IV: study type (nominal: weekly study vs block study, between-subjects manipulation) 

- DV: final exam performance 

- 100 students randomly allocated to each of ’weekly study’ group and ‘block study’ group  

Collect data  

Statistical analysis: on average, did the ‘weekly study’ group perform better than the ‘block study’ group?  

- How big is the average difference? How consistent is the difference? 

- Depending on how big and how consistent the difference is, does this difference likely reflect a real difference in the 

population? 

 

        

This is a poly-histogram representing the distribution of the 

spread of scores. How big is the difference and how much 

overlap (how consistent) is there? This will tell us whether 

the effect we see is likely representing a real effect on the 

population 

To demonstrate consistency. The above graphs show the 

same mean difference (difference between the two means is 

the same).  

The top graph has more overlap between distributions; it has 

more variability  

compared to  

The bottom which is much more distinct; it has a more 

consistent difference with less variability. 

  

 

End of lecture sequence 
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Week 3, Video 2: Data input in Stata 

 When setting up spreadsheets it’s important to consider what format to store this in. There are two types of data 

storage. Remember different kinds of variables – Qualitative: nominal, Quantitative: integer, ratio Quant/Qual: ordinal  

 Only numbers are entered into the dataset of numerical-type data. Statistical programs cannot analyse string-type data. 

Numeric type variable Numbers only are entered  
Statistical programs can only use numeric type data to perform analysis. 
(In Stata: byte, int, lng, float, double) 

String type variable Letters, numbers, characters etc. (a string of characters) 
Qualitative data needs to be assigned a representative number E.g. Female = 1, Male = 2 
(In Stata: str) 

 

Types of Stata files 

.dta Native Dataset file for Stata 

.do Compendium of written commands for programming/syntax   “do file” 

.gph Graph file 
 

Stata Variables 

 All variables must have a name 

 Variable names have strict rules 

o You may use upper and lower case, but Stata is case-sensitive so it must be consistent 

o Maximum of 32 characters and the first character must be a letter. 

o It will only accept letter, number, and underscore. You cannot use spaces or symbols.  

 Variable labels allow you to enter longer descriptions of variables 

 Value labels are the pieces of information you give Stata to define variables the coding scheme for categorical data (E.g. 

Female = 1). 

 
Exploring Stata 

o To open a Stata data file; File  open, like any other program.  
o Find the .dta you need. 
o When you open a file Stata will display what you have done in the Results viewer screen.  ( use “file”) 
o In the bottom right hand menu you can read the properties of the variables. 
o Clicking the Data Editor icon will open a data interface 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  


